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Asymptotic Behavior of Integral Equations Using Monotonicity 
DENNIS G. \\‘EIF 
In this paper, some \;olterra integral equations that arise in heat transfer are 
studied. In particular, sufficient conditions for asymptotically periodic solu- 
tions are given. The results are derived, in part, using the fact that the resolvenr 
form of the equations involved yields a monotone operator. 
This paper deals with the asymptotic behavior of some Volterra integral 
equations. In particular, we are looking at solutions that are asymptotically 
periodic, i.e., ifs is a solution, then there exists periodicp such that .r(t) - p(t) 
goes to zero as t goes to infinity. The proofs are based upon the monotonicit! 
of certain integral operators connected with the equations involved. 
The interest in the type of equations studied here started with the work 
of Mann and Wolf in [3]. They looked at heat radiation from a half space 
and found an integral equation of the form 
In the above equation, f(t) comes from initial conditions, n(t) comes from 
(t)-- 1 2 times some physical constants, g comes from the normal derivative 
radiation condition &j&z = g(t, u), ind u(t) is the temperature at the 
boundary. Note that a similar equation occurs in half spaces interacting via 
radiation, see [2]. 
Now the same type of analysis can be extended to a wall radiating from 
both sides and mathematically similar problems, see [4, 5, 71. Suppose the 
wall is given by 0 < s < 1, and the radiation conditions are Gu/Pn = gl(t, u) 
at .2* = 0, and au/&z = g2(t, U) at x = 1, then we get the equation 
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Here zci and ua are the temperatures at the boundaries of the wall and fi , $a 
come from the initial conditions. When this second equation is written in 
matrix form, it looks exactly like Eq. (1). 
To analyze the problem of the wall or the half space, we will need the 
resolvent of the kernel a(t), which we define here as the locally L1 (possibly 
matrix) solution of 
r(t) = a(t) - jot a(t - s) Y(S) ds 
= a(t) - [’ r(t - s) u(s) ds. 
‘0 
The resolvent may be used to rewrite (1) in the “variation of constants” form 
u(t) = f(t) - 1’ r(t - w) ds f  j’ Y(t - s) (u(s) + g(s, u(s))) ds. (2) 
‘0 0 
See [6] for this and other basic results on integral equations. 
Before stating the mathematical problem, we will “justify” physically some 
of our assumptions. For example, consider the problem of radiation from a 
wall with the boundary conditions gi(t, U) = gs(t, U) = -(u - c), where c is 
a constant, and zero initial conditions. In this case, the matrix form of (2) 
becomes 
u(t) = jot+ - s) [:] ds. 
From standard results on the heat equation we know that lim,-, u(t) = [:I. 
Taking the limit of the preceding equation we get 
[Z] = j-,* r(s) ds [j . 
I f  we let aw(t) = a(t)/N, and r*,(t) equal the resolvent of ahr(t), then 
Eq. (2) becomes 
u(t) = j(t) - jot r,(t - s)f(s) ds + Lt y,(t - s) (u(s) + g(s) u(s))!N) ds. 
(3) 
When the boundary conditions are gr(t, X) = -N(x - T,(t)) and ga(t, X) = 
-N(x - T,(t)), with T,(t), T,(t) nonnegative C2 functions and N > 0, and 
the initial conditions are zero, the maximum principle for the heat equation 
can be used to show that the solution is nonnegative. The integral Eq. (3) 
reduces to 
u(t) = j’ yN(t - s) [ ;f;] ds. 
0 
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Since u(t) is nonnegative and T,(t), T,(t) are arbitrary C’, nonnegative 
functions, the above shows that rN(t) is nonnegative a.e. for all iV :- 0. 
Also note that if g(t, x) is Lipschitz on bounded sets of x uniformly in t. 
then given a bounded set of s, we can make the Lipschitz constant ofg(t, s);:V, 
the “g” of Eq. (3) less than one. 
Due to the type of analysis used here, we will need concepts like positit-e, 
nonnegative, greater than or equal to, etc. for vectors in R” and II II 
matrices. When descriptive terms, such as positive, nonnegative, come up 
we mean that the description applies to all entries of the vector or matrix 
\\hrn comparative terms, such as greater, less than or equal, come up the! 
refer to component by component comparison, e.g. col( I, 2, 3) .;z col(2, 2. 4) 
since I ;. I, 2 > 2, 3 ;> 4. M’e also need a specific norm in R”, nameI!-, 
~ s ~ = max( s, 1: i =: I ,..., 11). and the convention that col(d), for a number I/. 
means col(d. d...., d). 
ST.~.rmmT OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM AND THEOREMS 
The basic equation under consideration will be 
s(t) = (.’ a(t - s)g(s, s(s)) ds, 
‘0 
where s is a function from R j =[O, m)) to R”, a is a function from R to 
the 11 Y n matrices over R, and g is a function from R .t R” to R”. In 
addition, we will use the following assumptions: 
A. u is locally L1 and has an L’ resolvent r that is nonnegative a.e. and 
satisfies 
I 
.x 
r(s) ds col(c) = WI(C) 
- 0 
for any constant c. 
B. g(t, w) is continuous in (t, s), Lipschitz continuous in x on bounded 
sets of s uniformly in t and of the “separated” form g(t, x) := coI(gi(t, xi): 
i == I...., n); also assume there are constants a and h such that a < 0 -: 6, 
g(t, col(a)) > 0 (note that this is the zero in R”), g(t, col(b)) < 0 and the 
Lipschitz constant for g on the bounded set D = [s: col(a) :g s :r: col(b)j is 
less than one. 
The variation of contants equation for (E) is 
x(t) = 1’ r(t - s) (x(s) + g(s, N(S))) ds 
‘” 
(\‘Lc) 
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and this equation is equivalent to (E) in the sense that they have the same 
solutions, We will define the operator Q, on continuous functions on Rf, by 
the equation 
Q(a) (t) = ft r(t - s) (x(s) + g(s, x(s))) ds. 
-” 
LEMMA 1. Assume A and B, then Q is monotone in the sense that ;f x and 
y E C(R+, D) and X(I) >, y(t) for t E R+, then Q(r)(t) > Q(y)(t) for t E R+. 
Also, we have that Q(col(a))(t) 3 co a , and Q(col(b))(t) < col(b) for t E Rf. l( ) 
Now, in a manner similar to fixed point theorems for monotone functions 
in one dimension, the above information can be used to prove the next 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Given that Eq. (E) and assumptions A and B are true, Eq. (E) 
has a unique, continuous, solution on R+ and this solution, x(t), satis$es col(a) < 
x(t) < col(b) for t E R+. 
Thus, assumptions A and B ensure that E has a unique solution for all 
t > 0. To study asymptotic results, we will need an assumption about the 
asymptotic character of g. That information is contained in assumption C. 
C. There exists a function G(t, X) from R x R” to R” that satisfies B 
with R+ replaced by R (using the same a and 6), which is periodic in t and 
strictly decreasing in x for fixed t, and that satisfies lim,,, g(t, x) - G(t, x) = 0 
uniformly on bounded sets of X. 
Now consider the following limiting equation 
y(t) = fe Y(S) (y(t - s) + G(t - s, y(t - s))) ds, 
'0 
(LE) 
and the limiting operator 
M(y) (t) = f-?’ Y(S) (y(t - s) + G(t - s, y(t - s))) ds. 
‘0 
This limiting equation is important because it is actually the equation of the 
asymptotic form of the solution of (E). Next, we want to show that (LE) 
has a unique solution and that the solution is periodic. 
LEMMA 2. Assume A and C. Then, M is monotone on C(R, D) in the same 
sense that Q was on C(R+, D), M(col(a))(t) > col(a) and M(col(b))(t) < col(b) 
for t E R+. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume A, B, and C, then (LE) has a unique solution, J(t), 
OR R suck that col(a) < y(t) < col(b). The solution is also periodic with the 
same period as G(t, 4’) has with respect to t. 
We just note in passing that G must be strictly decreasing, not just non- 
increasing, for uniqueness in Theorem 2. In the one-dimensional case. fat 
example. define g = G by g(t. x) == -(x + I),2 for s :.. ~ I. ,e(t, .yj = 0 
for -I -; .Y < I, and g(t, s) = -(x - I);2 for s .J. I. Then the limiting 
equation becomes 
y(t) = iir +) (?it - s) +g(t - s,~.(t ~ .+-)jj ds. 
‘” 
Since si- Y(S) ds = I, y(t) = c is a solution for an)- c such that - I .< c :... I. 
The same example can be constructed in any dimension to show non- 
uniqueness for a nonincreasing G. 
Once that we know that the solution to (LE) is unique, the problem about 
limiting behavior is essentially solved. From the uniqueness it easily follows 
that the solution of(E) must be asymptotic to the solution of (LE). 
THEOREM 3. If  x(t) is the solution of (E) and I is the upprosipriate!\* 
bounded solution of(LE), then lim,_, y(t) -- s(t) = 0, i.e., s(t) is asymptotical/v 
periodic. 
The nest section contains the proofs to the above theorems and lemmas. 
In a way, the proofs are as interesting as the theorems. They are interesting 
in that they use a constructive approach to solving the main equations that 
is made possible bp the monotonicity of the operators involved. The con- 
structions and the unique solution to (LE) then give us asymptotic behavior. 
IKow that we have treated the homogeneous equation (E), there is the 
question of how to handle the nonhomogeneous problem 
.+j = f(t) - 1’ a(t - s) (.+) -- >?ts. t(s))) ds. 
‘0 
It turns out that we can handle it in several ways. 11.e can transform it into (E) 
by defining s’(t) = x(t) - f(t), and thereby getting a new g(t, x’), or we can 
handle it with an analysis similar to that for the homogeneous problem b! 
making several assumptions on f(t). A similar analysis will work if we assume: 
f(t) is continuous and 
Co!(b) - 1‘ r(t - S) ds co@) 
‘IJ 
=‘5 f(t) ~ Jot r(t - s)f(s) ds > co&z) - [: r(t -. s) ds col(a). 
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The last assumption may be taken physically as saying that the initial tem- 
perature distribution, in the material, is bounded above by b and is bounded 
below by a (see [7]). Also note that the last assumption implies 
hif(t) - If r(t - s)f(s) ds = 0 
‘0 
since r is as in assumption A, which says sz T(S) ds col(c) = col(c). 
PROOFS OF LEMMAS AND THEOREMS 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let x and y  E C(R+, D) and x(t) > y(t) for t E Rf. 
Then 
fax) (t) - Q(Y) (t) = j,’ Y(t - s) (Jcb) - y(s) + g(s7 x(s)) - g(sv Yb))) 4 
and x(s) - y(x) + As, x(4) - g(s, Y(S)) = col(xds) - Y,(S) + g&, 4)) - 
gi(s, yt(s)): n = I,..., n). Since the Lipschitz constant of g on D is less than 
one, the Lipschitz constant for each gi is less than one and the sign of 
xi(s) - yi(.r) + g&, ~cds)) - g&, Y&N is th e same as the sign of xi(s) - yi(s). 
Hence, x(s) - y(s) nonnegative implies that col(xi(s) - yi(s) + gi(s, xi(s)) - 
gf(s,J$(s)): fz = l,..., n) is nonnegative. Therefore, $r(t - s)(x(s) - y(s) + 
g(s, x(s)) - g(s, y(s))) ds is the integral of the product of a nonnegative matrix 
and a nonnegative column, and thus, is nonnegative itself. Now 
Q(col(a)) = \’ r(t - s) (col(a) + g(s, col(a))) ds 
‘0 
.+ 
2 J -. r(t - s) col(a) ds 0 
x 
2 s 
r(t - s) col(a) ds = col(a), 
0 
since col(a) is negative, r(t) is nonnegative a.e., andg(s, col(a)) is nonnegative. 
A similar argument can be used to show that Q(col(b))(t) < col(b). 
P~oofof Theorem 1. Define Q’(a) = Q(col(a)) and q”+‘(a)(t) = Q(p(a))(t), 
for n = 1, 2,... . Then p(a)(t) is a sequence of continuous functions and it 
easily can be shown that p+l(a)(t) > p(a)(t), for all t > 0, and n = 1, 2,..., 
and that Q”(a)(t) < col(b) for similar t and n. Since Q”(a)(t) forms a bounded 
increasing sequence of numbers for each t, the sequence of functions Q”(a)(t) 
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converges pointwise to some function, call it h(t). Because of its source and 
because r(t) is 0, h(t) satisfies 
htt) = ii r(t - s) (hcs) + g(s, I~(~))) ds. 
'0 
The above integral representation for h shows that it must be continuous. 
By the usual arguments for integral equations. h is the unique solution for (E) 
since g is Lipschitz. Note that h also may be generated by a sequence Q”(b)(t), 
defined in analogy to Qfl(a)(t). Also note that Q”(a)(t), or Q’“(b)(t), converges 
to /z(t) uniformly on compact sets of t. The last statement on convergence 
comes from the fact that the sequence is a sequence of continuous functions 
converging pointwise and monotonically to a continuous function. 
Proof of Lemma 2. The proof is an obvious estension of the proof of 
Lemma 1 and will not be stated. 
LEAIMA 3. If  ~tf’“(cZ)(t) U7Zd hf’(b)(t) are defined in a zcaj that is analogous 
to the definition ofQ”(a) in the proqf of Th eorem I, and if A, B, and C are true, 
then M”(a)(t) and AIn both conwerge unijorm<~ and monotonic+~ to 
periodic functions that solve (LE). The functions will have zjalues in the set I) 
and haw the same period as G(t, x). 
Proof. First look at 
.uya) (t) = fK r(s) (coi(a) + G(t - s, col(a)))ds. 
- 0 
The integrand is obviously periodic in t with the same period as G(t. ,x). 
Therefore, M’(a)(t) must be periodic with the same period as G(t. x). 
.If*(a) (t) = .I,‘ r(s) (W(a) (t - s) + G(t ~ s, W(a) (t -- s))) ds. 
In the case of A@(a)(t), we also have a periodic integrand with the same 
period as G(t, x). Thus, W(a)(t) ’ p IS eriodic with the same period as G(t, .v). 
Similar arguments can be made for all jW(a)(t). By the same reasoning as in 
Theorem 1, Mn(a)(t) converges monotonically and uniformly on compact 
sets of t to a continuous function L(t) that satisfies (LE). Using the mono- 
tonicity of Mand that fact that col(a) < M(col(a))(t) s< :IZ(col(b))(t) < col(b), 
we have that 
col(a) < M”(a) (t) < W+‘(a) (t) -S Mnil(b) (t) 
< M”(b) (t) < col(b). (4) 
Hence, L(t) is bounded, i.e. has values in D. Since the functions M’L(a)(t) are 
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periodic with the same period, L(t) is periodic with that period. Periodicity 
may then be used to show that the uniform convergence on compact sets is 
in fact uniform. Similarly, it can be shown that M”(b)(t) converges uniformly 
and monotonically to a function U(t) that solves (LE) and has the same 
period as G(t, x). From (4) we know that U(t) >, L(t). 
LEMMA 4. Assume everything as in Lemma 3. Then, the constructed solutions 
U(t) and L( t) are in fact equal. 
Proof. Suppose that U(t) F L(t). Then let 
m = max{( U(t) - L(t)l: t E R} > 0 
and note that col(0) < U(t) - L(t) < col(m). Inasmuch as U(t) -L(t) 
is periodic, there is a to E R such that U(t,) - L(t,) < col(m), but 
U(t,) - L(t,) Qc col(m) (i.e., one of the components of U(t,) - L(t,) must 
be equal to m). Consider the equation 
U(to) - L(t,) = s,z r(s) (U(t, - s) - L(tO - s) 
+ G(t, - s, L’(t, - s)) - G(t” - s, L(tO - s))) ds. 
(5) 
If  U(t, - s) f  L(tO - s), then 
0 < U(t, - s) - L(t,, - s) + G(tO - s, Lr(t, - s)) - G(tO - s, L(t,, - s)) 
< U(t, - s) - L(tO - s) < col(m), 
since G(t, X) is strictly decreasing in x and has Lipschitz constant on D less 
than 1. If  U(t,, - s) = L(tO - s), then 
U(tO - s) - L(tO - s) + G(t, - s, U(t, - s)) 
- G(t,, - s, L(tO - s)) = 0 < col(m). 
Therefore, from (5), 
U(t,,) - L(t,) < Iz Y(S) col(m) ds = col(m). 
0 
But this last statement is a contradiction to U(t,) - L(t,) 41 col(m). Hence, 
U(t) G L(t). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let y(t) be any solution of (LE) with values in D. 
Applying the monotone operator M to the inequality col(a) < y(t) < col(b) 
gives Ml(a)(t) < M(y)(t) = y(t) < W(b)(t). Similarly, IW(a)(t) <y(t) < 
M”(b)(t). Therefore, since IW(a)(t) converges to L(t), M”(b)(t) converges to 
U(t) and L(t) = U(t), y(t) = U(t) = L(t). This means that L(t) = U(t) is 
the unique solution with values in the interval noted. The periodicity follows 
from Lemmas 3 and 4. 
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LEMMA 5. Assume A, B, and C. Then, given n and e > 0, there exists a T 
such that 1 p(a)(t) - M”(a)(t)1 < e/2 and 1 Q7’(b)(t) - X”(b)(t)l < e/2, for 
t 2 T. 
Proof. To show the above, we will show by induction, that 
‘,‘T Q”(a) (t) - JfF1(a) (t) = 0. 
and a similar statement for b. Given tt = I. look at 
N1(a) (t) - Q’(a) (t) =- 1% r(s) (col(a) + G(t -- s, col(n))) t/s 
- 0 
- It r(s) (co](a) + g(t - s, col(n))) ds 
. 7 
= Jt y(s) (col(a) + G(t - s, co!(a))) ds 
It r(s) (G(t - s. cd(a)) - g(t - s. col(a))) ds. 
. 0 
In the last statement above, the first integral goes to zero as t goes to ZD since 
r(s) integrable and the rest of the integrand is bounded. The second goes to 
zero since it is the convolution of an L’ function and a function that goes to 
zero as its argument goes to infinity. Consider ArfzT1(a)(t) - Q”-‘(a)(t), 
assuming M’)(a)(t) - p(a)(t) g oes to zeros at t goes to infinity. First note 
that, under the above assumptions, G(t, AIrI( - g(t, p(a)(t)) goes to 
zero as t goes to infinity. Rewrite the last difference as G(t, W(a)(t)) - 
G(t, Q”(a)(t)) + G(t, p(a)(t)) - g(t, Q”(a)(t)). The first term goes to zero 
inasmuch as M?l(a)(t) - Qll(a)(t) g oes to zero and G(t, x) is Lipschitz in s. 
The second term goes to zero since. from C, lim,_, G(t. s) - g(t, .v) :: 0 
uniformly on bounded sets of x. 
.w+yf7) (t) - O”+](n) (f) 
== SE r(s) (,Wpl(a) (t - s) + G(t - s. Mfz(a) (t -~ s))) ds 
0 
- rt r(s) (Q”(a) (t - s) + g(t - s, Q”(f - s))) ds 
L II 
=: lx r(s) (Mm(a) (t - s) + G(t - s, Jlrf(a) (t -- s))) ds 
“I 
+ .i,’ r(s) (Mn(a) (t - s) - Q”(a) (t - 5) 
+ G(t - s, Al”(a) (t - s)) - g(r ~ s, Q”(a) (t --~ s))) ds. 
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For the same reasons as in the first case, these last integrals go to zero as t 
goes to infinity. Similar arguments can be made for ikP(b)(t) - Q”(b)(t). 
Proof of Theorem 3. Given e > 0, pick n such that 1 y(t) - ILP(a)(t)l < e/2 
and 1 y(t) - M”(b)(t)1 < e/2. Now pick T such that 1 p(a)(t) - AP( < 
e/2 and I p(b)(t) - M”(b)(t)\ < e/2 for t > T. The above inequalities also 
can be written as 0 < y(t) - M”)a?)t ? < col(e/2), 0 < M”(b)(t) - y(t) < 
col(e/2), -col(e/2)<p(b)(t)-M”(b)(t)<col(e/2), for t 3 T; and -col(e/2) < 
Q”(a)(t) - M”(a)(t) < col(e/2), for t 2 T. Next note that 
Y(T) - 4) 3 u(t) - PW) 
> n/P(b)(t) - col(e/2) - p(b)(t) 
> -col(e/2) - col(e/2) = --01(e), 
for t > T. We can also show that y(t) - x(t) < col(e) for t > T. From the 
definitions, col(e) 3 y(t) - x(t) >, -col(e) implies that 1 y(t) - x(t)1 < e 
for t > T. Thus, we are finished inasmuch as the last phrase is equivalent 
to lim,,, y(t) - r(t) = 0. 
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